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Introduction
It is the massive business prospect increasing
the demand for crypto tokens for various
business purposes. These are the tokens (of
value) that give you the right to access any
services or product on the blockchain network.
From the business perspective, a crypto token is
a trending idea which is pushing business and
financial entities to get into tokenisation.

Introduction
The decentralized, tamper-proof blockchain has brought trust through technology to certain
industries, however, further integrative mechanisms are needed to join together diverse trust
systems and applications into a single new trust ecosystem.

UTC establishes the connecting infrastructure for a trust ecosystem, with effective coordination
of trust and data sources, as well as providing the infrastructure for distributed application
development. This White paper focuses on UTC technological framework, key technology
principles, business models and core protocols.

BSC Smart Chain
UTC is a crypto token based on rading over Forex, crypto and travel platform network that allows users to leverage their
blockchain assets to secure gains. Our Secured Automated business platform is a protocol and asset agnostic
architecture designed to adapt to the constantly growing class of blockchain assets. The system is designed such that, if
you have an asset you want to hold on to, you can convert it into UTC token, regardless of credit history or geographic
constraints. The UTC Platform is automated, efficient, and cryptographically secure. It offers a compelling solution to the
problem many traders and investor face when they need or want cash to make a purchase or investment.

UTC enables the members of the UTC token holders, thereby giving them access to financial markets, offsetting of trades
in Forex as well Crypto, avoiding exchange fees and maintaining their long position in the asset they hold. UTC business
models specifically designed for blockchain assets operating as a second layer protocol which sits on top of any public or
permissioned blockchain.

Technical Details
UTC is a crypto token built on BEP-20 or simply

BEP20 is a Binance token standard which allows

Binance smart chain to get a sense of BEP20, let’s

users to deploy tokens or cryptocurrencies on

first look into Binance Smart Chain’s properties

BSC. More specifically, crypto assets on other

and why it was created. Simply put, Binance Smart

chains can be transferred to the Binance smart

Chain, or BSC, is a blockchain made to run smart

chain in the form of pegged BEP20 tokens like

contracts. It works together or in parallel with

UTC. Creating a token on the bsc platform is

Binance Chain, Binance’s first blockchain used on

surpassingly easy, affordable and reliable.

its non-custodial exchange.

Name :

Unitech

Url :

www.utc.money

Short Name :

UTC

Type :

BEP 20 Binance smart chain based token

Contract Add :

0x52171ffa4ceda60ff9795e1f111adb14c3d7025e

Total Supply :

41 Million

Initial Block Count : 8319873

Token Distribution
Name:

UTC Token

Symbol:

UTC

Total Supply:

41 Million
8.2 Million premined for exchanges & liquidity
20.5 Million for UTC Eco System
4.1 Million for use in ONGO system
4.1 Million for Airdrop
4.1 Million for Founders

Once UTC TOKEN deployed and launched is launched on various
exchanges and also seen on Coinmarketcap & Coingecko.

The price of UTC TOKENS is being appreciated by trading done over Forex & Crypto
platforms using our own inhouse strategies as well its travel platform.

RoadMap

At UTC-Money we ensure that our token is always backed

Business Model

with working business model which indeed works in real
time market situation so we have following business
models to support UTC-Money.

1

UTC trading at Forex

2

UTC trading at crypto

3

UTC travel platform

UTC Trading Forex

In Forex trading there comes many strategies as discussed below

Hedging
a. In finance is a risk management strategy It deals with
reducing the risk of uncertainty related to the adverse
price fluctuations in an asset
b. The aim of this strategy is to restrict the losses that may
arise due to unknown fluctuations in the investment
prices and to lock the profits therein It works on the
principle of offsetting i e taking an opposite and equal
position in two different markets in simple terms, it is
hedging one investment by investing in some other
investment. When you secure your ' investment's loss by
offsetting it with ' investment's profit, it known as 'AREAS
OF HEDGING

Hedging
c. Commodities include agricultural products,
energy products, metals, etc
d. Securities include investments in shares, equities,
indices, etc
e. CURRENCIES include foreign currencies crypto currencies
f. INTEREST RATES Interest rates include the lending
and borrowing rates

Arbitrage
Arbitrage is the process of exploiting differences in the price of an asset by simultaneously buying and selling it
In the process the arbitrageur pockets a risk free return Differences in prices usually occur because of imperfect
dissemination of information Arbitrage occurs when a security is purchased in one market and simultaneously
sold in another market at a higher price, thus considered to be risk free profit for the trader Arbitrage provides a
mechanism to ensure prices do not deviate substantially from fair value for long periods of time With
advancements in technology, it has become extremely difficult to profit from pricing errors in the market Many
traders have computerized trading systems set to monitor fluctuations in similar financial instruments Any
inefficient pricing setups are usually acted upon quickly, and the opportunity is often eliminated in a matter of
seconds Arbitrage is a necessary force in the financial marketplace Arbitrage opportunities exist when the
prices of similar assets are set at different levels This opportunity allows an investor to achieve a profit with
zero risk and limited funds by simply selling the asset in the overpriced market and simultaneously buying it in
the cheaper market This buying and selling of the asset will push the cheaper asset's price up and the higher
asset price down This process will continue until the asset price is equal in both markets.

In the finance and investment industries, is a statistic that
measures the degree to which two securities move in relation
to each other Correlations are used in advanced portfolio
management, computed as the correlation coefficient, which

Correlation

has a value that must fall between 1 and 1 A perfect positive
correlation means that the correlation coefficient is exactly 1
This implies that as one security moves, either up or down, the
other security moves in lockstep, in the same direction A
perfect negative correlation means that two assets move in
opposite directions, while a zero correlation implies no
relationship at all

For example, large cap mutual funds generally have a high
positive correlation to the Standard and Poor's (very close to 1

Correlation

small cap crypto have a positive correlation to that same
index, but it is not as high generally around 0 8 However, put
option prices and underlying stock prices tend to have a
negative correlation As the stock price increases, the put
option prices go down This is a direct and high magnitude
negative correlation.

Martingale
Martingale system is a system of investing in which the dollar value of investments continually increases
after losses or the position size increases with the lowering portfolio size The Martingale system was
introduced by French mathematician Paul Pierre Levy in the 18th century The strategy is based on the premise
that only one good bet or trad is needed to turn your fortunes around This technique can be contrasted with
the anti martingale system, which involves halving a bet each time there is a trade loss and doubling it each
time there is a gain Martingale strategies rely on the theory of mean reversion Without a plentiful supply of
money to obtain positive result you need to endure missed trades that can bankrupt an entire account It's
also important to note that the amount risked on the trade is far higher than the potential gain Despite these
drawbacks, there are ways to improve the martingale strategy that can boost your chances of succeeding.

UTC Trading Crypto

In the crypto trading world since 2009 user have
experienced uncertainty but the users who believed
in crypto and hold for long period had gained
futurist gain which varies from as low as 10% to as
high as 1,500,000%.

So here at UTC token with our mission & vision
and our projects we are creating a history where
UTC token will replicate the price rise of most of
the tokens including bitcoin.

UTC Travel Platform

A platform where tickets for flight, hotels, holidays, cab booking etc. would be issued in a decentralized manner
and payment would be completed with crypto as well traditional methods.
UTC travel to make a public ledger which can be used & carry all your travel documents without a need of a paper.
1st time in history a public ledger would come into existence which not only will make all go paper less but also
contract giving alters on travel dates, security checks, etc.
UTC travel to offer all top notch services required for anyone to get around world

1

Flight ticket booking

2

Hotel reservations

3

Shopee Pay

4

Cab booking

5

Train booking

6

Buses

7

Topup

8

True Money wallet Recharge

9

Rabbit Line Pay

The world post pandemic

UTC travel has come up

UTC travel will appreciate

has changed completely

with an unique solution to

the price of UTC token

where now travel is not

book tickets & hotels on

through a decentralized eco

only about making

open decentralized market

system and each and every

bookings staying at hotel.

where prices are match to

holder of the UTC token will

provide its lowest bid.

be benefited.

Conclusion
UTC token is backed by team of professional members with over 14 years of
experience in Forex & 8 years in Crypto space and has executed over 90 different
projects in Forex & Crypto
UTC has go huge potential of returns on investments once of exchange it could
easily be 3-5X of its price.

So come join us and get more benefits

